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Abstract
We consider a variation of the well-studied quantum state redistribution task, in which the starting
state is known only to the receiver Bob and not to the sender Alice. We refer to this as quantum state
redistribution with a one-sided promise. In addition, we consider communication from Alice to Bob over a
noisy channel N , instead of the noiseless channel, as is usually considered in state redistribution. We take a
natural approach towards solution of this problem where we “embed” the promise as part of the state and
then invoke known protocols for quantum state redistribution composed with known protocols for transfer
of quantum information over noisy channels. We interpret the communication primitive Alpha-bit, recently
introduced in Ref. [arXiv:1706.09434 ], as an instance of state transfer (a sub-task of state redistribution)
with a one-sided promise over noisy channels. Using our approach, we are able to reproduce the Alpha-bit
capacities with or without entanglement assistance in Ref. [arXiv:1706.09434 ], using known protocols for
quantum state redistribution and quantum communication over noisy channels. Furthermore, we generalize
the entanglement assisted classical capacity of the Alpha-bit, showing that any quantum state redistribution
protocol can be used as a black box to simulate classical communication.
1 Introduction
Quantum state redistribution [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6] is a very fundamental and well studied communication task.
In this a pure state |ψ〉RABC (in the registers RABC) is shared between three parties: Reference (R), Alice
(AC) and Bob (B). Alice is supposed to communicate to Bob at the end of which Bob should end up with
the register C. Alice and Bob may use pre-shared entanglement and the final state should have high fidelity
with the starting state. The intention is to minimize communication from Alice to Bob and/or minimize
entanglement used by the protocol. This task has several applications in quantum network theory and also
for direct sum [7] and direct product results in quantum communication complexity. Many related sub-tasks
have also been studied, namely quantum state merging (where register A is trivial) [8, 9, 10, 11], quantum state
splitting (where register B is trivial) [12, 10, 11] and state transfer (where registers A and B are trivial) [13].
In quantum state redistribution, the starting state |ψ〉RABC is known to both Alice and Bob. We consider a
generalized setting in which the starting state |ψy〉RABC is drawn from a (finite) set {|ψy〉RABC}y∈Y . Alice and
Bob both know the set Y, however y is known only to Bob. We refer to this as quantum state redistribution
with (one-sided) promise. Our motivation for studying this comes from a recent communication task called
Alpha-bit introduced in Ref. [14]. We interpret Alpha-bit as an instance of state transfer with (one-sided)
promise. Here the set Y consists of pure states {|ψ〉SRC} which are maximally entangled across R and C and
the support of ψR and ψC is S, which is a subspace of dimension d
α (for some α > 0) of the underlying Hilbert
space of dimension d. Both Alice and Bob know Y, however only Bob knows S. In addition, in the task of
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Alpha-bit, Alice and Bob are provided with a noisy channel N for communication, instead of the noiseless
channel provided in usual state transfer. The intention is to maximize d, per use of the channel N .
We take a natural approach towards solution of quantum state redistribution with (one-sided) promise.
We “embed” the promise inside the state and consider it as a special case of quantum state redistribution
itself. We assume uniform distribution µ on Y and consider the following state,
|Ψ〉RY Y RABC def=
∑
y
√
µ(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC .
We consider quantum state redistribution for the state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC where the registers RABC are held as
usual, the new register Y is held by Bob and the new register RY is held by Reference. We then invoke the
best known protocols for state redistribution [1, 2, 6].
As in Alpha-bit, we also consider providing a noisy channel N between Alice and Bob. In this case
we compose the best known protocols for state redistribution with the best known entanglement assisted
protocols for transfer of quantum information through noisy channels [15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. The approach that
we take reproduces the achievability bounds on α obtained in Ref. [14] in the asymptotic i.i.d setting (with
error approaching zero) for both entanglement assisted (Corollary 1) and unassisted (Theorem 6) scenarios for
every noisy channel N . Ref. [14] also considers the scenario where the error needs to be bounded for every
subspace S and not just averaged over a uniformly chosen subspace S. By considering general distributions
over Y (not just the uniform distribution) and using a minimax theorem we are able to reproduce the bounds
obtained in [14] in the worst case error setting as well (Corollary 1 and Theorem 7). Furthermore, Ref. [14,
Theorem 5] shows that the ability to perform the communication task Alpha-bit (with subspace of dimension
dα) provides the ability to transmit (1+α) log d classical bits (using shared entanglement). We generalize this
to argue that state redistribution protocol for any quantum state ΨRABC (even mixed) provides the ability
to transmit I(R : C |B)Ψ classical bits, using shared entanglement (Theorem 11). As a result, we also recover
[14, Theorem 5], in Corollary 2.
Finally, we consider a classical version of Alpha-bit (in the presence of noisy channels in Sections 4.3
and 4.4) where the inputs of Alice are drawn from a subset S of size dα of an underlying set of size d. The
subset S is known only to Bob. It can be noted that this can be accomplished, with ideal channel between
Alice and Bob (as is done by for example by Slepian-Wolf [20]), by Alice sending α log d random hashes of
her input to Bob. This is much better than communication 21+α log d bits (entanglement assisted) required
for Alpha-bit (with ideal channel between Alice and Bob). This can be considered as an evidence against the
existence of good “quantum hashes”.
We structure our paper as follows. In Section 3, we present a collection of one-shot and asymptotic
i.i.d. bounds for quantum state redistribution with (one-sided) promise in the presence of noisy channels. In
Section 4, we apply these bounds to recover the Alpha-bit capacities obtained in [14]. We also consider the
classical analogue of Alpha-bit in this section. In Section 5, we show how any quantum state redistribution
protocol can be used as a resource for entanglement assisted communication of classical messages.
2 Preliminaries
Consider a finite dimensional Hilbert space H endowed with an inner product 〈·, ·〉 (in this paper, we only
consider finite dimensional Hilbert-spaces). The ℓ1 norm of an operator X on H is ‖X‖1 := Tr
√
X†X and ℓ2
norm is ‖X‖2 :=
√
TrXX†. A quantum state (or a density matrix or a state) is a positive semi-definite matrix
on H with trace equal to 1. It is called pure if and only if its rank is 1. A sub-normalized state is a positive
semi-definite matrix on H with trace less than or equal to 1. Let |ψ〉 be a unit vector on H, that is 〈ψ,ψ〉 = 1.
With some abuse of notation, we use ψ to represent the state and also the density matrix |ψ〉〈ψ|, associated
with |ψ〉. Given a quantum state ρ on H, support of ρ, called supp(ρ) is the subspace of H spanned by all
eigen-vectors of ρ with non-zero eigenvalues.
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A quantum register A is associated with some Hilbert spaceHA. Define |A| := dim(HA). Let L(A) represent
the set of all linear operators on HA. Let P(A) represent the set of all positive semidefinite operators on HA.
We denote by D(A), the set of quantum states on the Hilbert space HA. State ρ with subscript A indicates
ρA ∈ D(A). If two registers A,B are associated with the same Hilbert space, we shall represent the relation by
A ≡ B. Composition of two registers A and B, denoted AB, is associated with Hilbert space HA⊗HB. For two
quantum states ρ ∈ D(A) and σ ∈ D(B), ρ⊗ σ ∈ D(AB) represents the tensor product (Kronecker product)
of ρ and σ. The identity operator on HA (and associated register A) is denoted IA. For any operator O on
HA, we denote by {O}+ the subspace spanned by non-negative eigenvalues of O and by {O}− the subspace
spanned by negative eigenvalues of O. For a positive semidefinite operator M ∈ P(A), the largest and smallest
non-zero eigenvalues of M are denoted by λmax(M) and λmin(M), respectively.
Let ρAB ∈ D(AB). We define
ρB := TrAρAB :=
∑
i
(〈i| ⊗ IB)ρAB(|i〉 ⊗ IB),
where {|i〉}i is an orthonormal basis for the Hilbert space HA. The state ρB ∈ D(B) is referred to as the
marginal state of ρAB. Unless otherwise stated, a missing register from subscript in a state will represent
partial trace over that register. Given a ρA ∈ D(A), a purification of ρA is a pure state ρAB ∈ D(AB) such
that TrBρAB = ρA. Purification of a quantum state is not unique.
A quantum map E : L(A) → L(B) is a completely positive and trace preserving (CPTP) linear map
(mapping states in D(A) to states in D(B)). A unitary operator UA : HA →HA is such that U †AUA = UAU †A =
IA. An isometry V : HA → HB is such that V †V = IA and V V † = IB. The set of all unitary operations on
register A is denoted by U(A).
We shall consider the following information theoretic quantities. Let ε ∈ (0, 1).
1. Fidelity([21], see also [22]) For ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
F(ρA, σA)
def
= ‖√ρA√σA‖1.
For classical probability distributions P = {pi}, Q = {qi},
F(P,Q)
def
=
∑
i
√
pi · qi.
2. Purified distance ([23, 24]) For ρA, σA ∈ D(A),
P(ρA, σA) =
√
1− F2(ρA, σA).
3. ε-ball For ρA ∈ D(A),
Bε(ρA) def= {ρ′A ∈ D(A)| P(ρA, ρ′A) ≤ ε}.
4. Von-Neumann entropy ([25]) For ρA ∈ D(A),
S(ρA)
def
= −Tr(ρA log ρA).
5. Relative entropy ([26]) For ρA, σA ∈ D(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA),
D(ρA‖σA) def= Tr(ρA log ρA)− Tr(ρA log σA).
6. Relative entropy variance For ρA, σA ∈ D(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA),
V (ρ‖σ) = Tr(ρ(log ρ− log σ)2)− (D(ρ‖σ))2.
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7. Mutual information For ρAB ∈ D(AB),
I(A : B)ρ
def
= S(ρA) + S(ρB)− S(ρAB) = D(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ ρB) .
8. Conditional mutual information For ρABC ∈ D(ABC),
I(A : B |C)ρ
def
= I(A : BC)ρ − I(A : C)ρ .
9. Conditional entropy For ρAB ∈ D(AB),
H(A|B)ρ def= S(ρAB)− S(ρB).
10. Max-relative entropy ([27]) For ρA, σA ∈ P(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂ supp(σA),
Dmax(ρA‖σA) def= inf{λ ∈ R : 2λσA ≥ ρA}.
11. Smooth max-relative entropy ([27], see also [28]) For ρA ∈ D(A), σA ∈ P(A) such that supp(ρA) ⊂
supp(σA),
Dεmax(ρA‖σA) def= sup
ρ′A∈Bε(ρA)
Dmax
(
ρ′A
∥∥σA) .
12. Smooth hypothesis testing divergence ([29], see also [30]) For ρA ∈ D(A), σA ∈ P(A),
DεH(ρA‖σA) def= sup
0<Π<I,Tr(ΠρA)≥1−ε
log(
1
Tr(ΠσA)
).
13. Max-information ([10]) For ρAB ∈ D(AB),
Imax(A : B)ρ
def
= inf
σB∈D(B)
Dmax(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ σB) .
14. Smooth max-information ([10]) For ρAB ∈ D(AB),
Iεmax(A : B)ρ
def
= inf
ρ′∈Bε(ρ)
Imax(A : B)ρ′ .
15. Conditional min-entropy ([31]) For ρAB ∈ D(AB), define
Hmin(A|B)ρ def= − inf
σB∈D(B)
Dmax(ρAB‖IA ⊗ σB) .
16. Conditional max-entropy ([31]) For ρAB ∈ D(AB), define
Hmax(A|B)ρ def= max
σB∈D(B)
log F2(ρAB , IA ⊗ σB).
We will use the following facts.
Fact 1 (Triangle inequality for purified distance, [23, 24]). For states ρA, σA, τA ∈ D(A),
P(ρA, σA) ≤ P(ρA, τA) + P(τA, σA).
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Fact 2 (Monotonicity under quantum operations, [32],[33]). For quantum states ρ, σ ∈ D(A), and quantum
operation E(·) : L(A)→ L(B), it holds that
Dmax(E(ρ)‖E(σ)) ≤ Dmax(ρ‖σ) and F(E(ρ), E(σ)) ≥ F(ρ, σ) and DεH(ρ‖σ) ≥ DεH(E(ρ)‖E(σ)) .
In particular, for bipartite states ρAB , σAB ∈ D(AB), it holds that
Dmax(ρAB‖σAB) ≥ Dmax(ρA‖σA) and F(ρAB , σAB) ≤ F(ρA, σA) and DεH(ρAB‖σAB) ≥ DεH(ρA‖σA) .
Fact 3 (Uhlmann’s Theorem, [22]). Let ρA, σA ∈ D(A). Let ρAB ∈ D(AB) be a purification of ρA and
|σ〉AC ∈ D(AC) be a purification of σA. There exists an isometry V : C → B such that,
F(|θ〉〈θ|AB , |ρ〉〈ρ|AB) = F(ρA, σA),
where |θ〉AB = (IA ⊗ V )|σ〉AC .
Fact 4 (Fannes inequality,[34]). Given quantum states ρ1, ρ2 ∈ D(HA), such that |A| = d and P(ρ1, ρ2) = ε ≤
1
2e ,
|S(ρ1)− S(ρ2)| ≤ ε log(d) + 1.
Fact 5 (Hayashi-Nagaoka inequality, [30]). Let 0  S  I, T be positive semi-definite operators and c > 0.
Then
I− (S + T )− 12S(S + T )− 12  (1 + c)(I− S) + (2 + c+ 1
c
)T.
Fact 6 ([35, 36]). Let ε ∈ (0, 1) and n be an integer. Let ρ⊗n, σ⊗n be quantum states. Define Φ(x) =∫ x
−∞
e−t
2/2√
2π
dt. It holds that
Dεmax
(
ρ⊗n
∥∥σ⊗n) = nD(ρ‖σ) +√nV (ρ‖σ)Φ−1(ε) +O(log n),
and
DεH
(
ρ⊗n
∥∥σ⊗n) = nD(ρ‖σ) +√nV (ρ‖σ)Φ−1(ε) +O(log n).
Fact 7. For the function Φ(x) =
∫ x
−∞
e−t
2/2√
2π
dt and ε ≤ 12 , it holds that |Φ−1(ε)| ≤ 2
√
log 12ε .
Proof. We have
Φ(−x) =
∫ −x
−∞
e−t2/2√
2π
dt =
∫ ∞
0
e−(−x−t)2/2√
2π
dt ≤ e−x2/2
∫ ∞
0
e−(−t)2/2√
2π
dt =
1
2
e−x
2/2.
Thus, Φ−1(ε) ≥ −2
√
log 12ε , which completes the proof.
Fact 8 ([19]). Let ρ and σ be quantum states and Λ be such that 0  Λ  I. Then
|
√
Tr [Λρ]−
√
Tr [Λσ]| ≤ P(ρ, σ).
Fact 9 (Theorem 5,[37]). Let ρAB be a quantum state and ε ∈ (0, 1). For every δ > 0, it holds that
Dε−δH (ρAB‖ρA ⊗ ρB)− 2 log
ε
δ
≤ inf
σB
DεH(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ σB) ≤ DεH(ρAB‖ρA ⊗ ρB) .
Fact 10. Let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and ρ, σ be quantum states such that P(ρ, σ) ≤ δ. Then for any quantum state τ ,
Dε+3δH (ρ‖τ) ≥ DεH(σ‖τ) .
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Proof. Let Λ be the operator achieving the supremum in the definition of DεH (σ‖τ). Then Tr(Λσ) ≥ 1 − ε.
Invoking Fact 8, this implies that Tr(Λρ) ≥ 1− ε− 3δ. Further,
2−D
ε
H
(σ‖τ) = Tr(Λσ) ≥ 2−Dε+3δH (ρ‖τ),
by the definition of Dε+3δH (ρ‖τ). This completes the proof.
Fact 11 (Minimax theorem [38]). Let X ,Y be convex compact sets and f : X × Y → R be a continuous
function that satisfies the following properties: f(·, y) : X → R is convex for fixed y, and f(x, ·) : Y → R is
concave for fixed x. Then it holds that
min
x∈X
max
y∈Y
f(x, y) = max
y∈Y
min
x∈X
f(x, y).
3 Quantum state redistribution with promise
In this section, we formally define the communication tasks and present our capacity theorems for them. We
begin with a definition of quantum state redistribution, in a slightly general context that also involves mixed
states. It reduces to the standard definition in the pure state case [1, 2].
Definition 1 (Quantum state redistribution). Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1), and consider the state ΨRABC . An (q, ǫ)-
quantum state redistribution protocol consists of
• an encoding isometry by Alice V : HACEA →HAQTA, and
• a decoding isometry by Bob W : HQBEB →HBCTB ,
such that
P
(
TrTATB
(
WV (ΨRABC ⊗ θEAEB )V †W †
)
,ΨRABC
)
≤ ε,
where |θ〉EAEB is a pre-shared entanglement between Alice (EA) and Bob (EB). The number of qubits commu-
nicated is q = log |Q|.
Now we introduce the framework considered in our paper. Let Y be a collection of promises, where each
instance y ∈ Y occurs with probability p(y). Let Y be the register containing the promises. We assume,
throughout the paper, that this register Y is only accessible to Bob, but not to Alice. The goal is for Alice
to make as few as possible uses of a noisy channel N to transmit her quantum system, denoted by C. Prior
to the communication of a system C over a noisy quantum channel, the state shared between the sender and
receiver, that carries the promise y, can be viewed as |ψy〉RABC , where the sender Alice holds A and C, Bob
holds B, while the Reference holds R. Such a state includes information not only about a promise y, but also
side information at Alice’s side as well as at Bob’s side. Moreover, denote
|Ψ〉RY Y RABC def=
∑
y
√
p(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC , (1)
with AC belonging to Alice, BY to Bob and RYR to Reference. We will also denote |Ψy〉RABC def= |ψy〉RABC .
We formally define an (n, ǫ)-QCP code for sending C with an average error over the channel NJ→K as
follows.
Definition 2. Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1). Consider the state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC defined in Eq. (1), and let Alice (EA) and
Bob (EB) pre-share an entangled state |θ〉EAEB . An (n, ǫ)-QCP code over the quantum channel NJ→K with
an average error consists of
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• Alice’s encoding map E : L(ACEA)→ L(AJ⊗n), where the register J⊗n is communicated with n uses of
the channel NJ→K, and
• Bob’s decoding D : L(K⊗nY B)→ L(Y BC).
Let the final state be
ΦRY Y RABC
def
= D ◦ N⊗n ◦ E(ΨRY Y RABC ⊗ θEAEB ).
It holds that upon tracing out register RY ,
P(ΦY RABC ,ΨY RABC ) ≤ ε.
In addition, we can also define an (n, ǫ)-↓QCP code for sending C with the worst case error over the channel
NJ→K as follows.
Definition 3. Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1). Consider the state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC defined in Eq. (1), and let Alice (EA) and
Bob (EB) pre-share an entangled state |θ〉EAEB . An (n, ǫ)-↓ QCP code over the quantum channel NJ→K with
the worst case error consists of
• Alice’s encoding map E : L(ACEA) → L(AJ⊗n) and the register J⊗n is communicated with n uses of
the channel NJ→K, and
• Bob’s decoding map Dy : L(K⊗nB)→ L(BC).
Let the final state be
ΦyRABC
def
= Dy ◦ N⊗n ◦ E(ΨyRABC ⊗ θEAEB ).
It holds that, ∀y ∈ Y,
P(ΦyRABC ,Ψ
y
RABC) ≤ ε.
Remark (Relationship to quantum state redistribution). Recall the state
|Ψ〉RY Y RABC def=
∑
y
√
p(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC ,
prior to the communication of C from Alice to Bob, with AC belonging to Alice, BY to Bob and RYR to
Reference. For each fixed y, in case Alice and Bob both know y, the task is quantum state redistribution over
a noisy quantum channel (instead of an error free channel), i.e., to redistribute C subsystem of |Ψy〉RABC def=
|ψy〉RABC from Alice to Bob.
Our first two results are as follows.
Theorem 1 (Achievability bound). Fix ε1, ε2, δ1, δ2 ∈ (0, 1) and a quantum channel NJ→K. Define
Cδ1(NJ→K) def= max|θ〉〈θ|JJ′
Dδ1H (NJ→K(θJJ ′)‖NJ→K(θJ)⊗ θJ ′) .
There exists an (n, 3ε1 +5ε2 +2
√
2δ1 + 2δ2)-QCP code for the quantum state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC with n, that is the
number of uses of the quantum channel NJ→K between Alice to Bob, upper bounded by
max
(
2ℓq
Cδ1/2ℓq(NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 − 2 log(2ℓq)
, 1
)
,
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where ℓq is the minimum of
1
2
inf
σC
(
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψ)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RY RAC
∥∥Ψ′RY RA ⊗ σC)−Dε2H (ΨAC‖ΨA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
and
1
2
inf
σC
(
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψ)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RY Y RBC
∥∥Ψ′RY Y RB ⊗ σC)−Dε2H (ΨY BC‖ΨY B ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
.
Proof. We prove this theorem in three steps. First we recall a proposition that characterizes the number
of qubits required when the channel between the sender and receiver is noiseless. Next, we use quantum
teleportation to convert the required qubit communication in the first step into classical communication.
Finally, the classical communication is simulated with an entanglement assisted protocol over the channel
NJ→K.
The following result follows from the bounds given in [6].
Proposition 1 (Achievability bound for ideal qubit channel). Fix ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1). There exists a (ℓq, 3ε1+5ε2)-
quantum state redistribution protocol for the quantum state ΨY RABC .
Proof. We apply the bound given in [6] on the quantum state ΨRY Y RABC . The final state ΦRY Y RABC satisfies
P(ΦRY Y RABC ,ΨRY Y RABC) ≤ 3ε1 + 5ε2 which implies the desired bound by tracing out register RY .
Using quantum teleportation, the number of qubits required in Proposition 1 can be transmitted to Bob
with 2ℓq classical bits. We divide these bits into
2ℓq
Cδ1/2ℓq (NJ→K)+2 log δ2−2 log(2ℓq) blocks, with each block contain-
ing Cδ1/2ℓq (NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 − 2 log(2ℓq) bits.
For any such block b, Alice and Bob employ the protocol from [19, Theorem 1] for entanglement-assisted
communication over the channel NJ→K. As shown in [19, Theorem 1], the probability that Bob incorrectly
decodes any string is upper bounded by δ1+δ2ℓq . Since the number of blocks is at most 2ℓq, the overall error is
upper bounded by 2ℓq · δ1+δ2ℓq = 2δ1 + 2δ2.
The number of channel uses is equal to the number of blocks. Using the error guarantee from Proposition
1 and triangle inequality for the purified distance (Fact 1), the theorem follows.
Theorem 2 (Achievability bound). Fix ε1, ε2, δ1, δ2 > 0 and a quantum channel NJ→K. Define
Cδ1(NJ→K) def= max|θ〉〈θ|JJ′
Dδ1H (NJ→K(θJJ ′)‖NJ→K(θJ)⊗ θJ ′) .
There exists an (n, 3ε1 + 5ε2 + 2
√
2δ1 + 2δ2)-↓ QCP code for the quantum state ΨyRABC with n, that is the
number of uses of the quantum channel NJ→K between Alice and Bob, upper bounded by
ℓ¯q
Cδ1/2ℓ¯q (NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 − 2 log(2ℓ¯q)
,
where
ℓ¯q
def
=
1
2
inf
σC
(
max
y
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψy)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RAC
∥∥Ψ′RA ⊗ σC)−Dε2H (ΨAC‖ΨA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
.
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Proof. Our proof idea follows by adding the use of minimax theorem (Fact 11) to the proof of Theorem 1. We
start with proving a proposition that characterizes the number of qubits required for transmitting C of the state
ΨyRABC when the channel between the sender and receiver is error free. The minimax theorem then allows
us to relate this case to the worst case error. The next two steps is to use quantum teleportation to convert
the required qubit communication into classical communication, and to simulate the classical communication
with a noisy entanglement-assisted protocol over the channel NJ→K.
Proposition 2 (Achievability bound). Fix ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1). There exists an (n′, 3ε1 + 5ε2)-↓ QCP code for the
quantum state ΨyRABC with the number of uses n
′ of the noiseless qubit channel upper bounded by
max
p(y)
inf
σC
1
2
(
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψ)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RY RAC
∥∥Ψ′RY RA ⊗ σC)−Dε2H (ΨAC‖ΨA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
,
where |Ψ〉RY Y RABC =
∑
y
√
p(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC .
Proof. Fix a distribution p(y). Consider a unitary protocol P for the quantum state redistribution of the
quantum state
∑
y
√
p(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗|ψy〉RABC as given in Proposition 1. It starts with a shared entanglement
|θ〉EAEB , followed by a unitary operation U on all registers other than RRY . After this, the quantum state is
close to
∑
y
√
p(y)|y, y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC ⊗ |θ′〉FAFB . Define the error of the protocol as
errp(P) = 1− |
∑
y
p(y)〈y|〈ψy |RABC〈θ′|FAFBU |y〉RY Y ⊗ |ψy〉RABC |θ〉EAEB |2,
which is the square of the purified distance from the final state. This can be rewritten as
errp(P) = 1− (
∑
y
p(y)Ay)
2 − (
∑
y
p(y)By)
2,
where Ay (By) is the real (imaginary) part of 〈y|〈ψy |RABC〈θ′|FAFBU |y〉RY Y ⊗|ψy〉RABC |θ〉EAEB . This function
is concave in p. One can take a convex combination of unitary protocols using shared randomness. Let {Pi}i
be the set of all unitary protocols with quantum communication cost at most
max
p(y)
inf
σC
1
2
(
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψ)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RY RAC
∥∥Ψ′RY RA ⊗ σC)−Dε2H (ΨAC‖ΨA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
,
and bounded dimension of shared entanglement. It can be verified that the protocol constructed in Proposition
1 has this property. Let P be any protocol obtained by using shared randomness to run protocol Pi with
probability ri. Define
errp(P) def=
∑
i
rierrp(Pi).
Thus, the function errp(P) is linear (and hence convex) in P and concave in p. The set of protocols P are
convex and compact as all the unitary protocols Pi act on registers of dimension at most D, where D is an
integer that is a function of the input states {|ψy〉RABC}y. Furthermore, the set of probability distributions p
is also convex and compact. Thus, we can apply the minimax Theorem 11 to conclude that
max
p
min
P
errp(P) = minP maxp errp(P) ≤ (3ε1 + 5ε2)
2.
Thus, there exists a protocol P that makes an error of at most 3ε1 + 5ε2 in purified distance for every
distribution p. In particular, we can choose p to be point distributions, leading to the desired worst case
bound. This completes the proof.
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The result can be obtained by using teleportation to convert the qubit communication into classical com-
munication, followed by simulating the classical communication with a noisy entanglement-assisted protocol
over the channel NJ→K (as in proof of Theorem 1).
We remark that Theorem 2 only gives us non-explicit protocols. We can however also give explicit protocols
for the worse case error, but with a slightly loose upper bound. The protocol for the noiseless case, as
constructed below uses the bounds given in [6] and the construction of the union of projectors given in [37].
Proposition 3 (Achievability bound for ideal qubit channel). Fix ε1, ε2 ∈ (0, 1). There exists an (n′, 3ε1+5ε2)-
↓ QCP code for the quantum state ΨyRABC with the number of uses n′ of the ideal qubit between Alice and Bob,
upper bounded by
inf
σC
1
2
(
max
y
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψy)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RAC
∥∥Ψ′RA ⊗ σC)−miny Dε2H (ΨyAC∥∥ΨyA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log 2|Y| · log log 2|Y| + log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
.
If the register A is trivial, then there exists a (n′, 3ε1)-↓ QCP code for the quantum state ΨyRABC with the
number of uses n′ of the ideal qubit between Alice and Bob, upper bounded by
1
2
(
inf
σC
max
y
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψy)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RC
∥∥Ψ′R ⊗ σC)
)
+ log
(
1
ε1
)
,
which is independent of |Y|.
Proof. Let ΠyAC be the operator such that Tr(Π
yΨyA ⊗ ΨyC) ≤ 2−D
ε2
H (Ψ
y
AC‖ΨyA⊗σC) and Tr(ΠyΨyAC) ≥ 1 − ε2.
Using Newmark’s theorem to extend ΠyAC into a projector and then invoking [37, Theorem 2], there exists an
operator Π∗AC such that Tr(Π
∗
ACΨ
y
AC) ≥ 1− 2ε2 and
Tr(Π∗ACΨ
y
A ⊗ΨyC) ≤ 2−miny D
ε2
H (Ψ
y
AC‖ΨyA⊗σC)+2 log 2|Y|·log log 2|Y|,
for all y.
We will now construct a reversible protocol P2 for a reversed task where Alice, Bob and Reference start
with the state ΨyRABC shared between Reference (R), Bob (BC) and Alice (A) and end with a state Φ
′y
RABC
shared between Reference (R), Bob (B) and Alice (AC) such that Φ′y ∈ B3ε1+5ε2 (Ψy). Further, Bob knows y
and Alice is unaware of it. It can be verified that reversing this protocol leads to the desired protocol P.
The construction of the protocol P2 directly follows from the construction given in [6, Theorem 1] and the
operator Π∗AC constructed above. The difference is that Bob (who is the sender in the protocol P2) applies
a unitary given by Uhlmann’s Theorem (Fact 3) conditioned on the input y and Alice performs a coherent
version of the quantum hypothesis testing measurement using the operator Π∗AC . The analysis of the protocol
and the proof of correctness follow similarly.
If the register A is trivial, then the desired bound is obtained through a protocol P3 where Alice does not
perform any quantum hypothesis testing. The analysis of the protocol follows from the protocol for quantum
state splitting given in [11].
The noisy version of Proposition 3 is now as follows and its proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3 (Achievability bound). Fix ε1, ε2, δ1, δ2 > 0 and a quantum channel NJ→K. Define
Cδ1(NJ→K) def= max|θ〉〈θ|JJ′
Dδ1H (NJ→K(θJJ ′)‖NJ→K(θJ)⊗ θJ ′) .
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There exists an (n, 3ε1 + 5ε2 + 2
√
2δ1 + 2δ2)-↓ QCP code for the quantum state ΨyRABC with n, that is the
number of uses of the quantum channel NJ→K between Alice and Bob, upper bounded by
max
(
2ℓ∗q
Cδ1/2ℓ
∗
q (NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 − 2 log(2ℓ∗q)
, 1
)
,
where
ℓ∗q =
1
2
inf
σC
(
max
y
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψy)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RAC
∥∥Ψ′RA ⊗ σC)−miny Dε2H (ΨyAC∥∥ΨyA ⊗ σC)
)
+ log 2|Y| · log log 2|Y|+ log
(
1
ε1 · ε2
)
.
If the register A is trivial, then Φy ∈ B3ε1+2
√
2δ1+2δ2 (Ψy) and ℓ∗q can be chosen to be equal to
inf
σC
max
y
inf
Ψ′∈Bε1(Ψy)
Dmax
(
Ψ′RC
∥∥Ψ′R ⊗ σC)+ 2 log
(
1
ε1
)
,
which is independent of |Y|.
Remark. The error parameter δ12ℓ∗q
as appearing in Cδ1/2ℓ
∗
q (NJ→K) can be improved to δ1 if it is known that
the number of channel uses is one. In such a scenario, the expression
2ℓ∗q
Cδ1/2ℓ
∗
q (NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 − 2 log(2ℓ∗q)
is improved to
2ℓ∗q
Cδ1(NJ→K) + 2 log δ2 .
3.1 Asymptotic and i.i.d analysis
In the asymptotic and i.i.d. setting, we have the following result.
Proposition 4 (Asymptotic and i.i.d. bound). Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and a quantum channel NJ→K . Define
C(NJ→K) def= max|θ〉〈θ|JJ′
I
(
J ′ : K
)
NJ→K(θJJ′) .
There exists an n large enough and a (N, ε)-QCP code for the quantum state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC with N , that is the
number of uses of the quantum channel NJ→K between Alice to Bob, upper bounded by
n
I(RYR : C |BY )Ψ + δ
C(NJ→K)− δ .
Furthermore, for every ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists an n large enough such that for any (N, ε)-QCP code for the
quantum state |Ψ〉RY Y RABC , the number of uses N of the channel is at least
n
I(RYR : C |BY )Ψ − δ
C(NJ→K) + δ .
Proof. The achievability result follows from the results obtained in references [1, 2, 15]. Alternatively, one can
use Proposition 1 and Fact 6.
For the converse, we use the quantum Reverse Shannon Theorem [39, 10], which says that for every
ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists a k large enough such that the k uses of a channelNJ→K can be simulated with commu-
nication cost k(C(NJ→K)+δ). Further, from the converse given in [1], there exists an n large enough such that
any protocol achieving quantum state redistribution of Ψ⊗nRY Y RABC requires at least n(I(RYR : C |BY )Ψ − δ)
bits of communication. If the number of uses of the channel is smaller than n
I(RY R:C |BY )Ψ−δ
C(NJ→K)+δ , then we reach
a contradiction. This proves the result.
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4 Applications
4.1 One-shot Alpha-bit capacity with entanglement assistance
There are two parties Alice and Bob. Fix a Hilbert space HQ on register Q and a subspace S ⊂ HQ such that
|S| = |Q|α. Alice and Reference share a quantum state |Ψ(S)〉RQ, where Ψ(S)Q is maximally mixed in the
subspace S. Alice wants to communicate the register Q to Bob. Further, Alice is unaware of S, except for the
value of α. To accomplish this task Alice and Bob also share entanglement between them. We now make the
following definition:
Definition 4. Let |θ〉EAEB be the shared entanglement between Alice and Bob . An (log |Q|, ε, α)-entanglement
assisted code for quantum communication over the quantum channel NA→B consists of
• An encoding operation E : QEA → A for Alice that does not depend on S.
• A decoding operation D : BEB → Q′ for Bob, such that Q′ ≡ Q and
P
(|Ψ(S)〉〈Ψ(S)|RQ′ ,D ◦ NA→B ◦ E (|Ψ(S)〉〈Ψ(S)|RQ)) ≤ ε. (2)
Now we give the one-shot achievability protocol for Task defined in Definition 4. It follows from a simple
application of Theorem 3 and Remark 3.
Theorem 4. Let NA→B be the quantum channel and let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). Let A′ ≡ A be a purifying register.
Then, for any |Q| satisfying
log |Q| ≤ 1
1 + α
max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
DεH(NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ )‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′)−
4
1 + α
log
1
δ
,
there exists a (log |Q|, 2ε+2√5δ, α) entanglement assisted code for quantum communication over the quantum
channel NA→B.
Proof. We invoke Theorem 3 with register A trivial, Y as the set of all subspaces S of HQ1 of dimension |Q|α,
ΨyRABC as the collection of quantum states |Ψ(S)〉RQ and ε1, δ2 = δ, δ1 = ε. We have that
inf
σQ
max
S
inf
Ψ′∈Bδ(Ψ(S))
Dmax
(
Ψ′RQ
∥∥Ψ′R ⊗ σQ)
≤ max
S
Dmax
(
Ψ(S)RQ
∥∥∥∥Ψ(S)R ⊗ I|Q|
)
= (1 + α) log |Q|.
Since the number of channel uses is one, following Remark 3, the maximum possible value of |Q| is obtain by
setting
infσQ maxS infΨ′∈Bδ(Ψ(S))Dmax
(
Ψ′RQ
∥∥∥Ψ′R ⊗ σQ)+ 2 log (1δ )
Cε(NA→B) + 2 log δ ≤ 1.
This is satisfied if
(1 + α) log |Q|+ 2 log (1δ )
Cε(NA→B) + 2 log δ ≤ 1,
which completes the proof.
An immediate corollary of this is to recover the entanglement assisted Alpha-bit capacity of [14].
1While this set is uncountable, we can also consider its finite version by choosing appropriate covering nets and allowing a small
error (going to zero).
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Corollary 1. Let NA→B be the quantum channel and ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). There exists a n large enough such that
for any q′ satisfying
q′ ≤ 1
1 + α
max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
I
(
B : A′
)
NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ ) ,
there exists a (n(q′−δ), ε, α)- entanglement assisted code for quantum communication over the quantum channel
N⊗nA→B.
Proof. Let n > 0 be an integer to be chosen later. Applying Theorem 4 to the quantum channel N⊗nA→B , there
exists a (log |Q|, 2ε + 2√5δ, α) entanglement assisted code for quantum communication over the quantum
channel NA→B.
log |Q| ≤ 1
1 + α
max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AnA′n
DεH
(N⊗nA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AnA′n)∥∥N⊗nA→B(ψAn)⊗ ψA′n)− 41 + α log 1δ .
Restricting the maximization to product states ψ⊗nAA′ and applying Facts 6, 7, we conclude that it suffices to
have
log |Q| ≤ 1
1 + α
(
n · max
|ψ〉〈ψ|
I
(
B : A′
)
NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ ) −O
(√
n log
1
ε
))
=
n
1 + α

max
|ψ〉〈ψ|
I
(
B : A′
)
NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ ) −O


√
log 1ε
n




Let n be chosen large enough such that δ ≥ O
(√
log 1
ε
n
)
. This completes the proof.
4.2 Alpha-bit capacity without entanglement assistance
We will start with an average case version of the Alpha-bit transmission, to provide a simple introduction to
the protocol. The worst case version will build upon this protocol.
Definition 5 (Uniform average case Alpha-bit). Fix a register Q. An (log |Q|, ε, α, n)-entanglement unassisted
average case code for quantum communication over the quantum channel NJ→K consists of n registers Qi ≡ Q,
subspaces S1, S2, . . . Sn of dimension |Q|α each, and quantum states |Ψ(Si)〉RQ maximally entangled in the
subspace Si of Qi, such that there exists an integer m
• An encoding operation E : Qn → Jm for Alice that does not depend on S1, . . . Sn.
• A decoding operation D : Jm → Q′n for Bob, such that Q′ ≡ Q and
ES1,S2,...SnP
(
⊗i|Ψ(Si)〉〈Ψ(Si)|RQ′i ,D ◦ N
⊗m ◦ E (⊗i|Ψ(Si)〉〈Ψ(Si)|RQi)
)
≤ ε,
where average is taken according to the uniform distribution.
We will also use the protocol for entanglement assisted quantum communication as given in [16].
Theorem 5 (Entanglement assisted quantum capacity, [16, 15]). Fix a quantum channel NJ→K and the
complementary channel N cJ→L. Let ψJJ ′ be an arbitrary quantum state and (W,E) be any pair satisfying
W ≤ 1
2
I(J ′ : K)NJ→K(ψJJ′), V ≥
1
2
I(J ′ : L)N cJ→L(ψJJ′).
There exists a real E2 ≥ 0 such that the following holds. For every ε, δ > 0, there exists an n large enough
such that there exists a one-way protocol for communicating n(W − δ) qubits with error ε, number of ebits of
pre-shared entanglement n(V + E2 + δ) and the number of ebits of entanglement returned n(E2 − δ).
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We use above results to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Fix a quantum channel NJ→K and an α ∈ (0, 1). Let ψJJ ′ be an arbitrary quantum state and
define
W =
1
2
I(J ′ : K)NJ→K(ψJJ′), V =
1
2
I(J ′ : L)N cJ→L(ψJJ′ ), Y = max(−H(J
′|K)NJ→K(ψJJ′), 0).
For every ε > 0, there exist n, d large enough such that there exists a (log d, 4ε, α, n)- entanglement unassisted
average case code such that n log d divided by the number of channel use (or number of α-bits transmitted per
channel use) is equal to 21+αW, if
W
V ≥ 1+α1−α (for this case, 21+αW ≤ Yα ) and equal to Yα , if WV < 1+α1−α (for this
case, 21+αW ≥ Yα ).
Proof. Let k be an arbitrary positive integer. Consider the pure quantum state
|Ψ〉RQRSS def=
∑
S
√
µ(S)|Ψ(S)〉RQ|S, S〉RS ,S .
As shown in [5], there is a entanglement assisted protocol for quantum state merging of |Ψ〉〈Ψ|⊗mRQRSS with error
ε
k , quantum communication cost m(
1+α
2 log d+4 log
mk
ε ), initial entanglement of 0 ebits and final entanglement
of m(1−α2 log d− 4 log mkε ) ebits.
From Theorem 5, there exists an m′ large enough and a protocol for communicating m′(W − δ) qubits
with initial entanglement of m′(E2 + V + δ) ebits and final entanglement of m′(E2 − δ) ebits with m uses of
the channel N and error εk .
There exists an m′′ large enough such that there exists a protocol for communicating m′′(Y − δ) qubits
over the channel N with error εk . Let m′,m′′ be such that the following inequalities are satisfied.
m(
1 + α
2
log d+ 4 log
mk
ε
)−m′(W − δ) ≤ m′′(Y − δ), (3)
and
m(
1− α
2
log d− 4 log mk
ε
) ≥ m′(V + 2δ). (4)
The choice of m′,m′′ is made later. The protocol is as follows.
• The protocol starts with communicating m′(E2 + V + δ) ebits through O(m +m′) uses of the channel
N and error ε100 .
• If WV ≤ 1+α1−α ,
– Alice aims to communicate m(1+α2 log d+4 log
mk
ε ) qubits to Bob using the quantum state merging
protocol. The first m′(W − δ) qubits are communicated using the entanglement-assisted proto-
col, using the pre-shared entanglement of m′(E2 + V + δ) ebits and remaining m((β + α) log d +
4 log mkε )−m′(W−δ) qubits are communicated using entanglement unassisted protocol for quantum
communication at the rate of Y qubits per channel use.
• If WV ≥ 1+α1−α ,
– Alice aims to communicate m(1+α2 log d + 4 log
mk
ε ) qubits to Bob using the quantum state redis-
tribution protocol. She communicates them using m′ uses of the channel with the entanglement
unassisted protocol.
• Alice and Bob repeat this protocol till k rounds. It is ensured that the number of ebits for the next
round of the protocol is enough by Equation 4.
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Error Analysis: The overall error is at most ε100 + k(
3ε
k ) ≤ 4ε.
Rate of communication: The number of channel uses for transmitting km copies of α-dits is km′ + km′′ +
O(m′ + m′′) = (1 + O(1)k ) · (km′ + km′′). Thus, the number of α-dits transmitted per channel use is (1 +
O(1)
k )
m
m′+m′′ . This implies that the number of α-bits transmitted per channel use is (1 +
O(1)
k )
m log d
m′+m′′ . The
achievable rate in the asymptotic and i.i.d. setting is then obtained by considering
lim
δ→0
lim
k→∞
lim
m,m′→∞
lim
d→∞
(1 +
O(1)
k
)
m log d
m′ +m′′
= lim
δ→0
lim
m,m′→∞
lim
d→∞
m log d
m′ +m′′
.
To upper bound this quantity, we consider the following two cases, setting δ = 0 and log mkε to 0 below (as
the latter term is subsumed by log d terms).
• If it holds that 1−αV ≥ 1+αW , then we set m′′ = 0. We set m′W = m(1+α2 log d) ≥ m(1+α2 log d). This
satisfies both Equations 3 and 4. The number of α-bits transmitted per channel use is equal to 21+αW .
• If it holds that 1−αV < 1+αW and W > V , we saturate both Equations 3 and 4 to obtain
m(
1 + α
2
log d)−m′W = m′′Y, −m(1− α
2
log d) +m′V = 0.
Adding the equations, we obtain
mα log d−m′(W − V ) = m′′Y.
Using the relation W − V = Y for Y > 0, this gives us
mα log d = (m′ +m′′)Y =⇒ m log d
m′ +m′′
=
Y
α
.
• If W < V , then Y = 0, by definition. No value of m′,m′′ satisfies Equations 3 and 4, unless if m = 0.
This completes the proof.
Now we are in a position to define the worst case version.
Definition 6 (Entanglement unassisted transmission of Alpha-bit). Fix a register Q. An (log |Q|, ε, α, n)-
entanglement unassisted code for quantum communication over the quantum channel NJ→K consists of n
registers Qi ≡ Q, subspaces S1, S2, . . . Sn of dimension |Q|α each, and quantum states |Ψ(Si)〉RQ maximally
entangled in the subspace Si of Qi, such that there exists an integer m
• An encoding operation E : Qn → Jm for Alice that does not depend on S1, . . . Sn.
• A decoding operation D : Jm → Q′n for Bob, such that Q′ ≡ Q and
P
(
⊗i|Ψ(Si)〉〈Ψ(Si)|RQ′i ,DN
⊗mE (⊗i|Ψ(Si)〉〈Ψ(Si)|RQi)
)
≤ ε.
By a careful application of the minimax theorem (Fact 11), we are able to extend Theorem 6 such that it
works for all subspaces. We start with the following proposition.
Proposition 5. Fix ε ∈ (0, 1). There exists a randomness and entanglement-assisted one-way protocol P,
which takes as input Ψ(S)RQ (for any arbitrary subspace S) shared between Reference (R) and Alice (Q)
and outputs a state Φ(S)RQ shared between Reference (R) and Bob (Q) such that Φ(S) ∈ B10ε (Ψ(S)). No
ebits of shared entanglement required in the protocol. The number of qubits communicated by Alice to Bob is
1+α
2 log d+ 4 log
1
ε and the number of ebits gained by the protocol is
1−α
2 log d− 4 log 1ε .
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Proof. Let δ, δ′ ∈ (0, 1). We use the protocol from [5], along with the minimax argument as given in Proposition
2. Choose a net N over the set of subspaces of dimension dα, such that the error of approximation between
a subspace T and some subspace S ∈ N is P( Sdα , Tdα ) ≤ δ. For a given distribution p(S) over the subspaces
S chosen from this net, let |Ψ〉RSSRQ =
∑
S
√
p(S)|S, S〉RSS ⊗ |Ψ(S)〉RQ. As shown in [5], there exists a
entanglement assisted one-way protocol for the quantum state merging of |Ψ〉RSSRQ, where the number of
qubits communicated by Alice to Bob is
1
2
(Hmax(Q|S)Ψ +Hmax(Q)Ψ) + 4 log
(
1
ε
)
,
The number of ebits of shared entanglement required in the protocol is{
1
2
log |Q| − 1
2
Hmax(Q)Ψ
}
.
The number of ebits consumed in the protocol is{
1
2
Hmax(Q|S)Ψ − 1
2
Hmax(Q)Ψ
}
+ 4 log
1
ε
.
It can be evaluated that Hmax(Q|S)Ψ = α log d and Hmax(Q)Ψ = log |Q|. In particular, if p(S) is a distribution
that has full support over the set of subspaces from N, then the support of ΨQ is the whole of HQ. Thus,
log |Q| = log d. It follows that the number of qubits communicated by Alice to Bob is (1+α2 ) log d and the
number of ebits gained by the protocol is −1−α2 log d. The error of the protocol is 10ε in purified distance.
Now, we apply the minimax theorem (Fact 11, similar to the argument as given in Proposition 2) over
distributions p for which the probability over any subspace in N is at least δ′. These distributions form a convex
and compact set, and have full support over the set N. This gives a randomness assisted protocol which makes
an error of 10ε+|N|δ′ for every subspace in N. Since P(|Ψ(S)〉〈Ψ(S)|RQ, |Ψ(T )〉〈Ψ(T )|RQ) ≤
√
P( Sdα ,
T
dα ) ≤
√
δ,
we obtain a randomness assisted protocol that makes an error of 10ε+ |N|δ′ +√δ for all S (using the triangle
inequality for purified distance, Fact 1).
Letting δ′ → 0 and then δ → 0, we obtain a randomness assisted protocol that makes an error of at most
11ε for all S. The number of qubits communicated in the protocol is 1+α2 log d + 4 log
1
ε and the number of
ebits gained in the protocol is 1−α2 log d− 4 log 1ε .
This completes the proof.
We use above results to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Fix a quantum channel NJ→K and an α ∈ (0, 1). Let ψJJ ′ be an arbitrary quantum state and
define
W =
1
2
I(J ′ : K)NJ→K(ψJJ′ ), V =
1
2
I(J ′ : L)N cJ→L(ψJJ′), Y = max(−H(J |K)NJ→K(ψJJ′), 0).
For every ε > 0, there exist n, d large enough such that there exists a (log d, 4ε, α, n)- entanglement unassisted
protocol such that n log d divided by the number of channel use (or number of α-bits transmitted per channel
use) is equal to
2
1 + α
W,
if WV ≥ 1+α1−α (for this case, 21+αW ≤ Yα ) and equal to
Y
α
,
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if WV <
1+α
1−α (for this case,
2
1+αW ≥ Yα ). Thus the α-bit capacity is equal to
min
{
2
1 + α
W,
Y
α
}
.
Proof. The proof follows in a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 6. From Proposition 5, there exists a
protocol for quantum state transfer of Ψ(S) for all S, which makes an error of 11ε. Its quantum communication
cost is 1+α2 log d+4 log
1
ε and the number of ebits gained is
1−α
2 log d− 4 log 1ε . Using this protocol in Theorem
6, instead of the average case protocol that works for uniform distribution over S, we obtain the result.
4.3 Classical subset as promise with entanglement assistance
There are two parties Alice and Bob . Fix a set S of size |S| = 2αR. Alice wants to communicate a classical
message M chosen uniformly from [1 : 2R] to Bob over a quantum channel such that Bob is able to decode
the correct message with probability at least 1 − ε , for all message m ∈ S. Further, Alice is unaware of S,
except for the value of α. To accomplish this task Alice and Bob also share entanglement between them. Let
the input to Alice be given in a register M . We now make the following definition:
Definition 7. Let |θ〉EAEB be the shared entanglement between Alice and Bob . An (R, ε, α)-entanglement
assisted code for classical communication over the quantum channel NA→B consists of
• An encoding operation E :MEA → A for Alice that does not depend on S.
• A decoding operation D : BEB → M ′ for Bob, with M ′ ≡ M being the output register such that for all
m,
Pr(M ′ 6=M |M ∈ S) ≤ ε.
A near-optimal achievability protocol
Our achievability result will be based on a protocol for classical state redistribution, first obtained in [40] for
expected communication and made explicit for the worst case communication in [41].
Theorem 8 ([40], [41], Theorem 1). Fir an integer R > 0 and δ ∈ (0, 1). Let MS be a joint random variable
such that S is distributed uniformly over all subsets of [1 : 2R] of size 2αR and M is uniformly distributed over
elements of S. Let M1 be a copy of M , that is M1M are perfectly correlated. Alice received a sample from
M and Bob receives a sample s from S. There exists a randomness assisted one-way protocol in which Bob
outputs a random variable M ′ such that for all s,
‖(MM ′ | S = s)− (MM1 | S = s)‖1 ≤ δ.
The number of bits communicated from Alice to Bob is
αR + 2 log
1
δ
.
We show the following result.
Theorem 9. Let NA→B be the quantum channel and let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). Let A′ ≡ A be a purifying register.
Then, for any R satisfying
R ≤ 1
α
max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
DεH(NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ )‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′)−
4
α
log
2
δ
, (5)
there exists an (R, 2ε+3δ, α) entanglement assisted code for classical communication over the quantum channel
NA→B.
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Furthermore, for any (R, ε, α) entanglement assisted code for classical communication over the quantum
channel NA→B, it holds that
R ≤ 1
α
max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
DεH(NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′)‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′) .
Proof. The achievability proof is along the lines of the proof of Theorem 4, where we consider the task of
classical state redistribution under a noisy channel. Combining Theorem 8 with the entanglement assisted
protocol for communication over the channel NA→B given in [19, Theorem 1], we find that the largest possible
value of R which can be achieved with one use of the channel is
αR + 2 log
2
δ
≤ max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
DεH(NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ )‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′)− 2 log δ.
For the converse proof, we use the result given in [42, Theorem 18]. It is shown that for any (α · R, ε, 1)
entanglement assisted code for the quantum channel NA→B, we have that
α · R ≤ max
|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′
DεH(NA→B(|ψ〉〈ψ|AA′ )‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′) .
Since having an (R, ε, α) entanglement assisted code is a stronger requirement than having an (α · R, ε, 1)
entanglement assisted code (as in the latter case, Alice knows the subset S), the upper bound follows.
4.4 Classical subset as promise with randomness assistance
There are two parties Alice and Bob . Fix a set S of size |S| = 2αR. Alice wants to communicate a classical
message M chosen uniformly from [1 : 2R] to Bob over a quantum channel such that Bob is able to decode the
correct message with probability at least 1− ε , for all message m ∈ S. Further, Alice is unaware of S, except
for the value of α. To accomplish this task Alice and Bob also share randomness between them. Let the input
to Alice be given in a register M . We now make the following definition:
Definition 8. Let θEAEB be the shared randomness between Alice and Bob . An (R, ε, α)-randomness assisted
code for classical communication over the quantum channel NA→B consists of
• An encoding operation E :MEA → A for Alice that does not depend on S.
• A decoding operation D : BEB → M ′ for Bob, with M ′ ≡ M being the output register such that for all
m,
Pr(M ′ 6=M |M ∈ S) ≤ ε.
Along lines similar to Theorem 9, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 10. Let NA→B be the quantum channel and let ε, δ ∈ (0, 1). Let ψAA′ be a classical-quantum state
where register A′ is classical. Then, for any R satisfying
R ≤ 1
α
max
ψAA′
DεH(NA→B(ψAA′)‖NA→B(ψA)⊗ ψA′)−
4
α
log
2
δ
, (6)
there exists an (R, 2ε+2δ, α) randomness assisted code for classical communication over the quantum channel
NA→B.
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5 Quantum state redistribution as a resource
In previous sections, we considered simulating the task of quantum state redistribution with classical com-
munication and entanglement assistance. In this section, we will show that quantum state redistribution can
itself be used to simulate classical communication, if viewed as a resource. For this, we introduce the following
definition.
Definition 9 (Entanglement assisted simulation by Quantum State Redistribution (QSR)). Fix an ε ∈ (0, 1),
a quantum state ΨRABC and a (q, ε)- quantum state redistribution protocol P for ΨRABC . An (N, ε)- QSR
simulation consists of
• A quantum state |ω〉SASB as pre-shared entanglement between Alice (EA) and Bob (EB).
• For every m ∈ [1 : 2N ] given in a register M , Alice chooses registers A(m)C(m) (from her register SA)
holding the quantum state ΨA(m)C(m) and runs the protocol P with register Q(m) obtained at Bob.
• A decoding map D : L(SBQ(m))→ L(M ′) such that
Pr[M ′ 6= m |M = m] ≤ ε.
Our one-shot simulation result is as follows.
Proposition 6. Fix ε, δ ∈ (0, 1) and a quantum state ΨRABC . Let P be a (q, η)-quantum state redistribution
protocol for ΨRABC . Then for any N satisfying
N ≤ Dε−3
√
δ−3η
H (ΨRBC‖ΨR ⊗ΨBC)−D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR ⊗ΨB)− log
4ε3
δ4
,
there exists a (N, ε + 2δ)- QSR simulation protocol that makes one use of P.
Proof. Fix the protocol P which uses the pre-shared entanglement |θ〉EAEB and produces the message register
Q when run on ΨRABC . Let ΩRBQEB be the quantum state with Reference and Bob after Alice’s message. Let
Ψ′RB be the quantum state achieving the optimum in the definition of D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR ⊗ΨB) and let Ψ′RABC be
its extension such that Ψ′RABC ∈ B
√
δ(ΨRABC) (as guaranteed by Uhlmann’s Theorem, Fact 3). Let Ω
′
RBQEB
be the quantum state with Reference and Bob after Alice’s message, if P is run on Ψ′RABC . Using Fact 2 and
the fact that Bob has not performed any operation on Ω′RBQEB , it holds that
Ω′RBQEB ∈ B
√
δ (ΩRBQEB ) , Ω
′
RB = Ψ
′
RB . (7)
Construction of the protocol: Define
N ′ def= DεH
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥Ω′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB)− log 4εδ2 . (8)
We construct a (N ′, ε+2δ)- QSR simulation protocol as follows. We use the position-based decoding strategy
introduced in [19]. Alice and Bob share 2N
′
copies of the quantum state Ψ′RABC in registers R1A1B1C1, . . .
R2N′A2N′B2N′C2N′ , whereRiBi belong to Bob and AiCi belong to Alice (for all i ∈ [1 : 2N
′
]). They additionally
share the pure state |θ〉EAEB , where EA belongs to Alice and EB belongs to Bob.
Encoding: To send the message m ∈ [1 : 2N ′ ], Alice considers the registers EAAmCm and employs the
protocol P to produce the message register Q with Bob. Observe that at this stage, the quantum state in
registers RmBmQEB is Ω
′
RmBmQEB
and the quantum state in registers Rm′Bm′QEB is Ω
′
Rm′Bm′
⊗ Ω′QEB .
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Decoding: Let ΠRBQEB be the operator achieving the optimum in the definition of D
ε
H
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥∥Ω′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB
)
.
Define
Λ(m)
def
= IR1B1 ⊗ IR2B2 ⊗ · · ·ΠRmBmQEB ⊗ · · · ⊗ IR
2N
′B
2N
′ ,
and
Γ(m)
def
=

 ∑
m′∈[1:2N′ ]
Λ(m′)


− 1
2
Λ(m)

 ∑
m′∈[1:2N′ ]
Λ(m′)


− 1
2
.
Bob applies the measurement {Γ(1), . . . Γ(2N ′), I−∑m Γ(m)} to decode m.
Error analysis: Employing Hayashi-Nagaoka inequality (Fact 5), we have
Pr{M ′ 6= m}
≤ (1 + c)Tr((I−ΠRBQEB )Ω′RBQEB ) + (2 + c+
1
c
) · 2N ′Tr(ΠRBQEBΩ′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB)
≤ (1 + c)ε+ 4
c
2
N ′−Dε
H
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥∥Ω′RB⊗Ω′QEB
)
≤ ε+ 2δ,
where we choose c = δε .
Lower bounding N ′: Now, we lower bound N ′ in terms of N (as defined in the statement of the theorem).
Let Γ be the operator achieving the optimum in the definition of
K
def
= Dε−2
√
δ
H
(
ΩRBQEB
∥∥ΨR ⊗ΨB ⊗ Ω′QEB) .
From Fact 8 and Equation 7, we conclude Tr(ΓΩ′RBQEB ) ≥ 1− ε. Further,
2−K = Tr(ΓΨR ⊗ΨB ⊗ Ω′QEB)
≥ 2−D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR⊗ΨB)Tr(ΓΨ′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB)
= 2−D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR⊗ΨB)Tr(ΓΩ′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB)
≥ 2−D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR⊗ΨB) · 2−DεH
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥∥Ω′RB⊗Ω′QEB
)
,
where we have used the definition of Ψ′RB in first inequality and Equation 7 in second equality. The last
inequality follows from the definition of DεH
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥∥Ω′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB
)
. Thus,
DεH
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥Ω′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB)+D√δmax(ΨRB‖ΨR ⊗ΨB) ≥ Dε−2√δH (ΩRBQEB∥∥ΨR ⊗ΨB ⊗ Ω′QEB) . (9)
For the protocol P, let W be Bob’s unitary after Alice’s message, as given in Definition 1. Define ΘRBCTB def=
WΩRBQEBW
†. It holds that ΘRBC ∈ Bη (ΨRBC). Thus, we have
Dε−2
√
δ
H
(
ΩRBQEB
∥∥ΨR ⊗ΨB ⊗Ω′QEB) = Dε−2√δH (ΘRBCTB
∥∥∥ΨR ⊗W (ΨB ⊗ Ω′QEB)W †)
≥ inf
σBC
Dε−2
√
δ
H (ΘRBC‖ΨR ⊗ σBC)
≥ inf
σBC
Dε−2
√
δ−3η
H (ΨRBC‖ΨR ⊗ σBC)
≥ Dε−3
√
δ−3η
H (ΨRBC‖ΨR ⊗ΨBC)− log
ε2
δ
,
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where the second last inequality uses Fact 10 and the last inequality uses Fact 9. Combining with Equation
9, we obtain
DεH
(
Ω′RBQEB
∥∥Ω′RB ⊗ Ω′QEB) ≥ Dε−3√δ−3ηH (ΨRBC‖ΨR ⊗ΨBC)−D√δmax(ΨRB‖ΨR ⊗ΨB)− log ε2δ .
From the definition of N ′ in Equation 8, we conclude that
N ′ ≥ Dε−3
√
δ−3η
H (ΨRBC‖ΨR ⊗ΨBC)−D
√
δ
max(ΨRB‖ΨR ⊗ΨB)− log
4ε3
δ4
.
Thus, N ≤ N ′ and hence there exists a (N, ε+ 2δ)- QSR simulation protocol.
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 11. Fix a quantum state ΨRABC . For every ε, δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists an n large enough such that
for any (q, ε)- quantum state redistribution protocol for Ψ⊗nRABC , there exists an (n(N−δ), 8ε)- QSR simulation
for any N satisfying
N ≤ I(R : C |B)Ψ .
Proof. Let n be an integer to be chosen later. From Proposition 6, for any (q, ε)-quantum state redistribution
protocol for Ψ⊗nRABC , there exists an (M, 8ε)- QSR simulation protocol, if
M ≤ DεH
(
Ψ⊗nRBC
∥∥Ψ⊗nR ⊗Ψ⊗nBC)−Dεmax(Ψ⊗nRB∥∥Ψ⊗nR ⊗Ψ⊗nB )− 10 log 1ε .
Using Fact 6, we conclude that it suffices to have
M ≤ n(I(R : BC)Ψ − I(R : B)Ψ −O


√
log 1ε
n

).
Choosing n large enough such that δ ≥ O
(√
log 1
ε
n
)
, and letting N = Mn , the proof concludes.
As its corollary, we obtain the entanglement assisted classical capacity of Alpha-bit, recovering the result
shown in [14]. We also use an argument derived from the subspace decoupling duality [14, Theorem 2].
Corollary 2. Fix a protocol P as given in Definition 4, where Bob is given a subspace S, Alice and Reference
share a maximally entangled state |Ψ(S)〉RQ with support of Ψ(S)Q equal to S and the protocol achieves the
transfer of register Q to Bob. The entanglement assisted classical capacity of P is at least (1 + α) log |Q|.
Proof. In the protocol P, Alice and Bob also have pre-shared entanglement |θ〉EAEB . As argued in [14, Theorem
5], using the subspace decoupling duality [14, Theorem 2], the final state with Bob can be assumed to be close
to |Ψ(S)〉RQ′ ⊗ |θ′〉TATB (where Q′ ≡ Q is held with Bob), for some fixed state |θ′〉TATB independent of S.
Now, denoting the uniform distribution over the subspaces S by µ(S), consider the quantum state |Ψ〉RSRSQ def=∑
S
√
µ(S)|S, S〉RSS |Ψ(S)〉RQ, where R,RS is held by Reference, Q is held by Alice and S is held by Bob.
Running the protocol P on this quantum state leads to a final quantum state∑S√µ(S)|S, S〉RSS |Ψ(S)〉RQ′⊗
|θ′〉TATB , where Q′, S are now held with Bob. Thus, P achieves the quantum state redistribution (more pre-
cisely, the quantum state merging) of |Ψ〉RSRSQ. From Theorem 11, its entanglement assisted classical capacity
is at least
I(RRS : Q|S)Ψ = I(RRS : Q)Ψ
= I(RS : Q)Ψ + I(R : Q|RS)Ψ
= S(ΨQ)−H(Q|RS)Ψ + I(R : Q|RS)Ψ
= log |Q| − α log |Q|+ 2α log |Q| = (1 + α) log |Q|.
This completes the proof.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we study the communication paradigm with one-sided promises that are available to the receiver,
and characterize its theoretical communication capability in very general frameworks. Our results are obtained
via a noisy version of quantum state redistribution, which might be of independent interest. In particular,
we study two special cases of one-sided promises that are natural, namely, (i) the message set from which
a message is chosen, and (ii) the description of the quantum subspace from which a quantum state is to be
transmitted. The latter was studied recently under the name of the “Alpha-bit” [14]. As a result, we recover
their asymptotic Alpha-bit capacities.
An interesting observation drawn from these two cases is that the saving for quantum communication with
a subspace promise is at most a factor of 2 than that without a promise. However, classical communication
over a quantum channel with a subset promise can be achieved much more efficiently, given by 1/α, where
0 < α ≤ 1 provides information of the subset’s size.
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